
Standard Model 
Extensions 



How to Extend the Standard Model
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scalar singlet + VL quarks (Toy Model)

VL = Vector-like - name comes from having vector couplings only (no axial)

The discrete symmetry forbids decays – Toy models

Adding Yukawa interactions for decays to SM matter can reveal strong constraints 
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Lepton Specific 2HDM 
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Two Higgs Doublet models 

Imposing symmetries can help us again

Each option suppresses three of the Yukawa matrices



In SM we have one doublet              4 degrees of freedom
                                                         3 Goldstone bosons, 1 Higgs boson  

Two Higgs Doublet models 
So the 2HDM is not automatically killed by FCNC 

 What does the Higgs sector look like?
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Two Higgs Doublet models 



Two Higgs Doublet models 

Note: linear dependence between rows, one eigenvalue is zero   

As per Goldstone's theorem we have two charged Goldstone degrees of freedom

And two charged Higgs boson degrees of freedom, with mass:



Two Higgs Doublet models 

Note: linear dependence between rows, one eigenvalue is zero   

As per Goldstone's theorem 1 neutral CP-odd Goldstone degree of freedom 
(longitudinal mode of Z boson ) 

One physical pseudoscalar boson, with mass:

Setting all imaginary components of parameters to zero



Two Higgs Doublet models 

Setting all imaginary components of parameters to zero

Rows are linearly independent, two massive CP even Higgs bosons



More models...

There are many ways to add matter multiplets  
a bewildering array of possibilities

Look for a guiding principal! 
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U(1) Gauge Extension 



More Gauge Extensions.. 

Even when model building to fit experimental anomalies or discovery 
there are many options

Need a guiding principal...



Now back to Sujeet …
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